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Abstract: This paper attempts to explore the possibility of solving the traffic assignment problem with elastic demands 
by way of a quasi-variational inequality. It is shown that the solving procedure, proposed by Maugeri (1987) with 
respect to the fixed demands model, is also available when the equilibrium problem with elastic demands is expressed 
in terms of a quasi-variational inequality. A numerical example is presented to illustrate the computational procedure 
and to discuss a paradox; moreover a theorem, that ensures the existence of a solution of the quasi-variational 
inequality, is exhibited. 
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1. Introduction 
Let us show how the traffic equilibrium problem with asymmetric cost and elastic demands 
can be formulated as a quasi-variational inequality. 
Let (N, A, IV) be a transportation network where N is the set of p nodes Pi, i = 1,. . . , p, A 
the set of directed arcs ai, i = 1,. . . , n, W the set of OD (origin-destination) pairs wj, j = 1,. . , , I. 
The flow on a, is denoted by fi and f denotes the column vector whose components are fi, 
i=l ,**-, n. The travel cost on arc a, is a given function of f which we denote by ci( f) and the 
column vector c( f ), whose components are ci( f ), denotes the travel cost on all arcs. 
If we denote by gj the set of those paths R, that connect the wi pair, wi E IV, and by Fr the 
path flow on R,, the column vector P = (Fr, . . . , F,,), where m is the number of the paths R,., 
represents the flows on all paths and, if we set 
si, = 
1 ifa,ER,, i=l ,..., n, r=l,..., m, 
0 if a,eR,, i=l,..., n, r=l,..., m, 0-l) 
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it results 
m 
Denoting by C,(R) the travel cost on path R, we also have 
and we may give the following equilibrium condition deduced from Wardrop’s principle (user 
optimizing) : 
Definition 1. A vector H = (Hi, Hz,. . . , H,) is said to be an equilibrium pattern flow if for every 
OD pair w, E W and for every R,, R, E 9fj, the following statement is valid: if 
CM) ’ C,(H), (1.4) 
then 
H,.=O. 
It is worth observing that, once the equilibrium distribution on the network is established, the 
travel costs related to every path belonging to the class L%‘~, j = 1,. . . , 1, are split in the following 
way 
C,.(H) = C’(H) if H,> 0, 
C,(H) 2 Cj(H) if H,=O, 
(1.9 
where C’(H) is an equilibrium cost related to the pair wj which is obtained by considering those 
paths on which the flow is greater than zero. 
Now we observe that to every pair wj, j = 1,. . . , 1, a travel demand pj, j = 1,. . . ,I, is 
assigned, which generally depends on equilibrium cost Ci( H) and, essentially, on the equi- 
librium distribution H. 
In the particular case in which the travel demands between each OD pair are constant, the 
problem is usually called the traffic assignment problem with fixed demands whereas the 
problem for which the travel demands depend on Cj( H) is called the one with elastic demands. 
Several authors (see, for instance, [1,4,5]) study the model with elastic demands introducing new 
variables vj = Ci( H) and developing in this context theoretical features and numerical proce- 
dures. 
We, on the contrary, avoid to introduce other variables and prefer to study the model with 
elastic demands in the framework of quasi-variational inequalities, allowing the demands to 
depend upon the equilibrium pattern flow. 
To this end let us consider the 1 X m-matrix + = (+jj,) whose elements are 
i 
1 if R,EBj j=l 1, r= l,..., m, 
‘jr= 0 if R,GL.TZ~, j=I~IIl:l, r=l,..., m, 
and let us observe that the “flow conservation law” can be written in the following manner: 
+F= P(H), 0 4 
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where p(H) denotes the column vector of components pj( H), = 1,. . . , 1. We suppose that the 
givenfunctionsp,(~)aredefinedin(R”)+={H~R”:H,>O, r=l,...,m}.Then,ifwesetfor 
every HE (R*)+ 
K(H) = {FE (FP)+ : r#s= p(H)}, 
the following theorem holds. 
(1-7) 
Theorem 2. H E K(H) is an equilibrium pattern j7ow if and only if 
C(H)@‘- H) >, 0 VPE K(H). (1.8) 
Proof. See [2]. Cl 
The quasi-variational inequality (1.8) can be rewritten in a more convenient, different form. 
To this end let us observe that from (1.6) we can derive the values of 1 variables, which we may 
suppose to be the first I variables, because the matrix $ is such that in each column there is a 
unique entry which is 1, whereas all others are 0; so we have: 
&=pi(H) - E +irE> i=l 1 ,.*., , 0.9) 
r=/+1 
and particularly 
Hi=p,(H) - f +)irH,, i= l,...,l. (1 .lO) 
r=1+1 
Now we make the following assumption: 
(i) It is possible to derive the variables H,, i = 1,. . . , 1, from (1.10) in such a way that 
Hj=aj(HI+,,..., H,)=u,(l?)>O, i=l,..., 1, (1.11) 
whereI?=(H,+,,...,H,)ando,(H), i=l,...,l,aredefinedonasubset .,(lR’+‘)+. 
Then from (1.9) we obtain 
E;=p,(a,(I?),..., a/(fi)> ‘) - 2 Gj,E=Cj(fi) - e GjrJ;r, 
r=/+1 r=l+l 
with p”,( I?) = pi(al(l?), . . . , a,(l?), I?), I? E I?. 
Setting 
(ii) 
F”= (q+i,..., F,)=, 
(iii) 
$=(c#B~,), i=l,..., 1, r=l+l,..., m, 
69 
p”(fi) = (p”,(G) ,...> p”,(QT, 
(VI 
T(ti, 8) = (r,+,(I?, F) ),..) T,(H, F,)‘, 
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with 
i=l 
c@?, g)=c i&(g)- $ +,,F,,...>p”,(f+ 5 +,,.F,, F/+1,...,&, > 
i r=l+l r=l+l I 
r=l-l-l,...,m, 
64 
I?(I?) = { F7E (W--I)+ : GE< fqH)}, 
the quasi-variational inequality (1.8) is transformed in the following one 
“Find I?E K(E?): r(E?, I?)@- E?) > 0 vP:E IQ?)“. (1.12) 
For the proof, see [2, (1.12)]. We observe that the formulation (1.12) allows us to apply 
successfully the computational procedure presented in [7]. 
2. The computational procedure; an example 
We start remarking that every solution I? of the system 
i 
r(I?, H) =o, 
I?EK(I?), 
(2.1) 
is clearly a solution of the problem (1.12), whereas it is easy to show that any other solution of 
(1.12) must belong to the boundary Z@(H) of f(g). Therefore we must search for the possible 
solution that lies on the boundary of I?( E?) that is an (m - I)-dimensional polyhedron whose 
boundary, obviously, consists of faces. To describe a face of dimension (m - I) - (h + k), 
O<h+k<m-1,weset 
(Sh, Jk)=((S1,...,Sh), (jl,...,jk)), l+l<s,<m, lG.jiGl, 
I= {1+1,..., m} -S”, E= {l,...,Z} -Jk, 
f:~Iw”-‘: Fs,=O, SUES”, C G&.= Pj,(A), ji E Jk, 
rGI 
Denoting by $h*k) the vectors belonging to I?‘h,k’(r?) and by E?(h,k) the vector I? when 
r? E I?h,k)( I?), let us consider the quasi-variational inequality on the face I?(h,k)( t?(h,k)) 
“Find g(h,k) E ~(h.k)($h>k)): r(@h&, $j(kk))($(kk) _ $kk)) > 0 
v$h.k) E ~(kk)( $kk)),,, (2.2) 
which we can rewrite in a more convenient form as follows: let us choose the indexes 
1 1,. . . , 1, E I such that 
F,, = pj,(I?‘h3k’) - r:IpjZrF,, i = l,..., k, (2.3) 
Ml, 
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and let us set 
L=I- {II,..&} 
and 
km-(-(h+k)( IPk)) 
c pi,Fr<pi(fi(h’k)), iE E ; 
J-EL i 
then (2.2) is equivalent to the following 
“Find E(h,k) E gm_-(_-(h+k)( fi(h,k)): r(‘,k)(fj(hsk), fi(h,k))( $(h,k) _ fi(h*k)) 2 0 
vek) E ~m_,_~h+k)(~(h.k)))~, (2.4) 
where r(h,k) is the vector of Rm-‘-(hfk) whose components rrhjk), r E L, are given by 
TWA) = 
r, - r,, if there exists some i for which pir = 1, 
r 
r, if pj,,,=O, i=l,..., k. 
Now if there exists a solution I?(h,k) of the system 
(2.5) 
I?(h,k) is a solution of the quasi-variational inequality (2.4) and the following theorems give very 
simple conditions such that it is a solution of problem (1.12). 
Theorem 3. Let us suppose that 
$,s4=0, i=l,..., k, q=l,..., h; 
then fi(h,k) is a solution of the quasi-variational inequality (1.12) if and only if 
c(I?(h,k), I?h,k)) 2 0, r E Sh, Ti,( E?(h,k), I?(h3k)) < 0, i = 1,. . . , k. (2.7) 
On the contrary, if we suppose that there exist a subset Jr of Jk consisting of p elements 
(p G k) and p nonempty subsets Sj,, jj E Jr, of Sh such that 
Gj,Sq= 1, sq E SjC> ji E Jp> P-8) 
we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let us suppose that the conditions (2.8) are satisfied. Then the solution I?(h,k) of the 
system (2.6) is a solution of the quasi-variational inequality (1.12) if and only if 
r,(iPk), H(h,k)) 2 0, rE Sh - U Sj,, 
XEJ, 
r,,(fiCh3”), I?(h,k)) G 0, i = 1,. . . , k, (2.9) 
r 
Sq 
(fT(h,k), fFk)) - r, (I?(~,~), I?(~,~)) 2 0, sq E sj,, ji E J P’ 
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Now if (2.7) or (2.9) are not satisfied for all solutions I? (u) of the system (2.6), quasi-varia- 
tional inequality (1.12) cannot have solutions belonging to the interior of I?,,_c_(h+lij(I?(h’k)), 
whereas if system (2.6) does not admit any solution, the eventual solutions of the quasi-varia- 
tional inequality (2.4) must belong to the boundary of the face; namely, to a face of dimension 
m - I- (h + k + 1) for which we can repeat the same considerations; consequently, if (2.6) or 
(2.7) or (2.9) are not satisfied for all faces I?(l?‘h,k) ) with h + k < m - I, we can say that the 
eventual solutions of the quasi-variational inequality lie on the face of dimension zero, that is, 
they are vertices of I?(&; in this way we can find the eventual solutions of the variational 
inequality (1.12) that do not verify (2.6). 
We can apply the proposed procedure to solve an example and to discuss a paradox (see for 
more details on this question [3]). 
Let us consider a network with four nodes P,, P2, P3, P4 and five links a,, u2, u3, a4, a5 
connecting (4, &I, (Ply Cl, US, P3), (4, &I, &, Cl, respectively. We have only a travel 
demand related to the couple (P,, P4) that is connected by the following paths: 
R, = a2 U as, R,=a,Ua,, R, = a, U a3 U a5. 
Assuming that the travel costs on the travel R,, R,, R, are 
C,(F) = llF, + lOF, + 50, 
C,(F) = llF, + lOF, + 50, 
C,(F) = 10FI + lOF, + 21F, + /J, 
and that the travel demand is 
p(H) = 6 + (1 - h)H, + (1 - A)H, + 2XH,, 
where A and p are parameters, 0 < X < i and 1_1> 0, the equilibrium distribution H is given by 
the solution H to the quasi-variational inequality 
HM(H): C(H)(F-H)>,O VFEK(H), (2.10) 
where 
K(H)={FE[W~:F,>O, i=l,2,3, 
F,+Fz+F,=6+(1-h)H,+(l-A)H2+2AH,}. 
Following the procedure we set 
F3=6+(1-h)HI+(l-A)H2+2XH3-FI-FE;, (2.11) 
(2.12) E”= I?EIR~: H,>,O, i=l, 2, 
t 
HI + Hz < ; , 
) 
IZ(XT)=(fltR’:~~O, i=l,2, 
6 
Fl+F2< 1_2h + 
q(ti, F) = c,(I?, F) - c,(& F) 
= 12F, + F2 - 11 1 _ 2h -(H,+H,)- 
(16 + ,u) - (2~ - 100)h 
l-2A ) 
r,(ii, E7) = c,(I?, F) - C,(H, F) 
= 12F, + FI - 11 1 _ 2h =(HI+H,)- 
(16 + CL) - (2~ - 100)A 
1 - 2x 
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Then the problem (2.10) is transformed into the following one 
“Find I?E K(E?): r(Iz, F)(Cti) >o V~EIqti)“. 
To solve the problem (2.13) we must first check if the system 
i 
I#?, I?) = 0, 
I#?, I?) =o, 
I?EK(I?), 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
has a solution, 
The system 
I#?, ii) = 0, 
r#i, H) = 0, 
has solution 
H =H 
1 2 
= 06+P)+WOO-2P) 
40h-9 ’ 
that is nonnegative if X > &, but the condition 
HI + H2 -C t, i.e., 
(16 +/_A) + A(100 - 2~) < 2 
40x-9 x 
is not fulfilled if A < i. 
The next step is to set 
6 
F2= 1-2x + 1-2x 
l-(H, + H,) - Fl (and therefore F3 = 0), 
and to check if the system 
! 
(q - Tz)(I??, ti) = 0, 
H3=0, 
6 
H2= 1-2x+ l-2A 
1-3h(H,+~,)-~,, 
has a solution such that 
r,(fi, I?) < 0. 
The solution of the system (2.17) is 
H,=H,=;, H3=0, 
and it results 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
r(ti + (2t”-100)A2-(p-104)&27; 
2 9 
A(1 -2A) 
170 
because 
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(2p-100)h”-(p-104)X-27=(2~-100)(X-~)(A+~) for 
(2/_~-100)A~-((~l.-lO4)X-27=54(A-~) for 
O<X<+,itresults 
T,(I?, r?) < 0, 
and (3/h, 3/X, 0) is the solution of problem (2.13) for every p, /-L > 0. 
P # 50, 
/J, = 50, 
Now we observe that the solution of problem (2.13) is stable (see [6] for more details on this 
argument) under the change of the cost function C,. Moreover, if we calculate the total cost 
C(H)H= C,(H)H, + C2v-0~2 + C,(fW,, 
we obtain 
C(H)H= 7 + y, 
and we get a paradox because the cost function C, increases but the total cost remains constant: 
the reason of this is that H3 = 0. 
The proposed procedure seems to be effective to discuss paradoxical situations of this type 
which, as we argue, may be present in every network. 
3. An existence theorem 
We can obtain an existence theorem for the quasi-variational inequality (1.12) taking into 
account some results of general type due to Mosco [S] and adapting the assumptions to our case. 
The theorem that we can show (see [5, Section 41) is the following. 
Theorem 5. Let us make the following assumptions: 
(4 
(b) 
cc> 
(4 
The operator ,!?(I?) is defined and continuous on II?, a closed bounded convex subset of 
(W-t)+. 
Setting m, = maxa= E&( H), i = 1,. . . ,I, and defcting by m the column vect_or whose compo- 
nents are m, and by A4 the set {FE (lRm-’ + ) 
ous on l?XiI?andI?:ci@. 
: +F c m}, the operator r(H, F) is continu- 
For every r? E E” the operator T( I?, F”) is monotone with respect to F, that is 
SettingforeveryI?EE”, S(I?)={&,EI?(~?):T(I?, 6)(F-&)>,O V’F”EI?(I?)} and&, 
= I? n C,, (Ug E &3( H)), D, turns out to be nonempty and such that S( D,) c E”. 
Then the quasi-variational inequality (1.12) has solutions. 
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